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What is Free / Open Source Softwares ?

“Free / Open Source Softwares 
(FOSS) are programs whose licenses 
gives users the freedom to run the 
program for any purpose, to study and 
modify the program, and to redistribute 
copies of either the original or modified 
program (without having to pay royalties 
to previous developers).”

                             - David A. Wheeler
                            (www.dwheeler.com)



The (4) Freedoms of FOSS

According to the Free Software Foundation (FSF), www.fsf.org
free software is about protecting four user freedoms:

Freedom 1: To run/use a program, for any purpose

Freedom 2: To study how a program works and adapt it to a
                    person's needs.  Access to the source code is a
                    precondition for this;

Freedom 3: To redistribute copies so that you can help your
                    neighbour and;

Freedom 4: To improve a program and release your improvements
                   to the public, so that the whole community benefits. 
                   Access to the source code is a precondition for this;



Why FOSS for Education ?

Freedom:

There are general reasons why all computer users 
should insist on free software. It gives users the 
freedom to control their own computers—with 
proprietary (copyright) software, the computer 
does what the software owner wants it to do, not 
what the software user wants it to do. 

Free software also gives users the freedom to 
cooperate with each other, to lead an upright life.



Free software permits students to learn how software 
works. When students reach their teens, some of 
them want to learn everything there is to know about 
their computer system and its software. That is the 
age when people who will be good programmers 
should learn it. 

To learn to write software well, students need to read 
a lot of code and write a lot of code. They need to 
read and understand real programs that people really 
use. They will be intensely curious to read the source 
code of the programs that they use every day.



Proprietary (copyright) software rejects their thirst 
for knowledge: it says, “The knowledge you want 
is a secret—learning is forbidden!” Free software 
encourages everyone to learn.  we encourage 
students of any age and situation to read the source 
code and learn as much as they want to know.

Teaching the students to use free software, and 
to participate in the free software community, is 
a hands-on civics lesson. All levels of school 
(education) should use free software.

                                -  Richard M. Stallman
                                                       (The Founder of GNU Movement / Free Software Foundation)



Lower Costs:

First, free software can save the schools money. 
Even in the richest countries, schools are short of 
money. Free software gives schools, like other 
users, the freedom to copy and redistribute the 
software, so the school system can make copies for 
all the computers they have. In poor countries, this 
can help close the digital divide.

The Initial Cost of acquiring FOSS is much lower 
than the cost of acquiring proprietary (copyright) 
software for which license fees have to be paid for 
each user or computer.



Reliability, Performance & Security:

Lower cost is not the only reason why the use of 
FOSS for servers is prevalent. FOSS is considered 
to have better scalability, reliability, performance & 
security.

The administrators of educational institutions should 
take these into account when making decisions on 
the Information Technology infrastructure of their 
institutions. This is especially important in the larger 
institutions.



The development methodology of FOSS tends 
to assure high quality of the software.  Bugs are 
rapidly removed with the help of  large number 
of developers, and the resulting software is 
more reliable.  This is true of the more mature 
FOSS for Servers.

The comparison studies suggest that FOSS 
performs better than the proprietary softwares 
and FOSS is often superior to proprietary 
software in terms of security.



One of the reasons cited is the availability of the 
source code, which allows vulnerabilities or 
bugs to be identified and resolved by the FOSS 
development community.  An independent audit 
of code is possible only with FOSS and not with 
proprietary software.

Any bugs found in proprietary software, only the 
company can fix up those with patches and 
might get prepared to release the newer version 
only after certain period of time, whereas the 
user don't find any way to rectify the problem on 
his own.



Build Long-term Capacity:

There are clear indications that the use of FOSS 
in Government, Industry and Other Institutions is 
growing and that there will be a need for 
graduates familiar with FOSS.

Hence, concerted efforts should be made to 
ensure the use of FOSS in the IT Curriculum 
wherever possible.  It is important that students 
are not only exposed to the pre-dominant 
proprietary software but also have the opportunity 
to use a wider array of software, including FOSS.



 Encourage Innovations:

 

 
A great deal of Innovations originates from 
Universities and many of the FOSS were 
initially developed in an academic environment. 
 

Linus Torvalds
(The Creator of Linux Kernel)
Source:http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Image:Linus_Torvalds.jpeg

Richard M Stallman
(The Creator of GNU Operating System)



For example, in 1984 Richard Stallman started  
developing a free Operating System called GNU 
in the Artificial Intelligence Laboratory at the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT).  

Linus Torvalds started the work of developing a 
Operating System Kernel that resulted in 
Linux in the University of Helsinki in Finland.

An academic environment where FOSS is 
prevalent will encourage staff and students 
to study and experiment with, and participate 
in the development of FOSS that may 
eventually lead to innovative solutions.



Alternative to Illegal Copying:

Educational Institutions that cannot afford to 
pay for licensing fees may resort to using illegal 
copies of the proprietary software.  With FOSS, 
educational institutions can use as many copies 
of the software as required, regardless of whether 
it is for academic or administrative purposes.

The use of FOSS also discourage piracy by 
students, many of whom can ill-afford the 
purchase of licensed copies of proprietary 
software.



If proprietary software was used for teaching, 
students would have no choice to use illegal 
copies of the software to do homework and 
assignments at home or on their desktop 
computers.  

In contrast, there is no restriction against making 
copies of FOSS for use outside institutions. 

The students who were better exposed to FOSS 
in education, can easily develop innovative 
software solutions for the business needs after 
their successful academic completion.



Possibility of Localization:

Educational Institutions in Non-English speaking 
countries may not be able to benefit from the 
use of FOSS as most of the original software 
is developed in English.  

However, the open nature of FOSS is such that 
it can be localized.  Such localization need not 
involve the original developer.  With FOSS, it is 
possible to run one application in many 
Languages with the help of Localization.



Learning from Source Code:

One of the main characteristics of FOSS is 
that the Source code is available for users to 
examine and to modify.  This gives students 
the opportunity to learn from studying high 
quality real-life programmes. 

In contrast, proprietary software is normally 
provided in binary form and the source code 
is never released for users to study.



The Most Popular FOSS Programs
  1. GNU/Linux is #1 Server OS on the public Internet.

  2. Apache httpd is the #1 Web server on the Internet.

  3. Sendmail, an FOSS Program, is the leading 
      Email server.

  4. PHP is the Web's #1 Server-side Scripting
      Language.

  5. OpenSSH is the Internet's #1 implementation of     
      the SSH security protocol.

Source: http://www.dwheeler.com/oss_fs_why.html



  6. MySQL's market share is growing faster than
      Windows MS-SQL.

  7. Internet Explorer has been losing market share to
      FOSS based Browsers (such as Mozilla Firefox).

  8. Over 75% of all DNS domains are serviced by 
      BIND, a popular FOSS program.

  9. Linux is the leader in terms of developer use for
      Embedded projects.

10. An Evans Data Corporation survey made public
      in Feb '2004 found that 1.1 million developers
      in North America were working on FOSS Projects.



What is Freedom Software ?

   *   Softwares that are given along with source code
        with rights to modify and redistribute them are
        called Freedom Software.

   *   Freedom Software are developed by people all over
        the world out of interest and enthusiasm and with no
        intention of making profit.

*  These Free Softwares were generally released 
 under the General Public License (GPL).



Is FOSS Ready for

Desktop / Development

?



All the following Snapshots have been taken from

Fedora - 7

Fedora on the Web:

http://www.fedoraproject.org

http://fedora.redhat.com



THE LINUX DESKTOP



Linux Desktop



Menu



Nautilus – The Explorer Window of Linux



Totally 7400 Packages Readily Available in Fedora-7 Linux



Communicate with Computer in your Mother Tongue (86 Languages)



Localized Menu (in Tamil)



The Desktop Icons, Panel, File Saving Dialog Box (in Tamil)



Nautilus – The Explorer Window in Tamil



UNICODE – A Universal Encoding for Multi-Lingual Support



Synaptic – Linux Package Manager



File Roller – The WinZip of Linux



K3B – The CD/DVD Burning Tool in Linux



K3B – Burning DVD in Linux



Evince – The PDF Viewer in Linux



KMobileTools – A Mobile Communication Tool in Linux



KlamAV – The Anti-Virus for Linux



Eye of GNOME – The Image Viewer in Linux



DEVELOPMENT TOOLS



GAMBAS – The Visual Basic of Linux



ANJUTA – Development Tool for C / C++



ECLIPSE – A Universal Development Tool for C / C++ / Java & More



KDevelop – Another Popular IDE for Many Programming Languages



KDevelop – C Programming



KDevelop – C++ Programming



Qt Designer – Visual Programming using C++ in Linux



Qt Designer – Creating Graphical User Interfaces using Qt Tools



Qt Assistant – Extensive Documentation available as On-line Help



MonoDevelop – Free .NET Development Environment for Linux



MonoDevelop – C# Programming



MonoDevelop – VB .NET Programming



Umbrello – A UML Modelling Tool in Linux



Umbrello – UML Modeller Handbook



GDB - GNU Debugger (The Open Source Debugger in Linux)



OPEN SOURCE DATABASES 
& 

WEB DEVELOPMENT TOOLS



MySQL Database (The Most Popular RDBMS in Linux)



PhpMyAdmin – A Web Based Admin Tool for MySQL Database



PostgreSQL / PgAdmin – Another Popular RDBMS in Linux



BlueFish – A Web Development Studio for Web Designers



A Web based Application developed using MySQL and PHP



FREE SOFTWARES FOR

FREE KNOWLEDGE & e-LEARNING



MediaWiki – An Excellent Collaboration Tool for Knowledge Sharing



Wikipedia – Free Web Encyclopedia (9.1 mn Articles, 252 Languages)



Moodle – A Course Management System for On-line Learning



Creative Commons – Keep your works available under CC Licenses



SCIENTIFIC APPLICATIONS



Scilab – A Numerical Computing Application in Linux



LABPLOT – Application for Plotting & Analysis of 2D/3D Data



Octave – A High Level Language for Numerical Computations



OFFICE APPLICATIONS



OpenOffice.Org Writer – The MS Word of Linux



OpenOffice.Org Calc – The MS Excel of Linux



OpenOffice.Org Impress – The MS Powerpoint of Linux



Scribus – The PageMaker of Linux



Planner – A Project Management Application for GNOME



GRAPHICS APPLICATIONS



GIMP – GNU Image Manipulation Program (Photoshop of Linux)



Inkscape – Vector Drawing Program (Corel Draw of Linux)



Blender 3D – The 3D Animation Modelling Application



K-3D – Another 3D Animation Modelling Application



KChart – A 2D/3D Chart Application



QCAD – Multi-Platform 2D CAD System (AutoCAD of Linux)



gCAD3D – A 3D CAD Application



MULTIMEDIA APPLICATIONS



Totem Movie Player – Play your favourite VCD/DVDs in Linux



XMMS –  X Multimedia Player to Play MP3,OGG & All Audio Files



Amarok – A Standalone / On-Line Music Player for Linux



Audacity – A Sound File Editor for Linux



KINO – Digital Video Editing under Linux (www.kinodv.org)



Istanbul – Records a Video of your Desktop Session



INTERNET APPLICATIONS



Mozilla Firefox – The Most Popular Web Browser on the Planet



Mozilla Thunderbird– The Most Popular E-mail Client 



WebDownloader for X – A File Downloading Application in Linux



Pidgin (GAIM) – The Most Popular Instant Messenger in Linux



Yahoo Messenger in Linux



Ekiga – VOIP,  IP Telephony & Video Conferencing Application



EDUTAINMENT APPLICATIONS



KTouch – Helps you to Learn / Practice Touch Typing



TuxPaint – Helps to Paint your Imaginations



NETWORKING & SECURITY



Network Configuration in Linux



Networking Tools in Linux



Remote Desktop Access of Windows Terminal Server from Linux



Nmap – Network Security Scanner



WireShark – Network Protocol Analyser



Virtual Machine Manager – Run Multiple OS under Linux



LINUX SYSTEM TOOLS



GCalcTool – The Calculator for GNOME Desktop



GParted – The Harddisk Partition Editor



Beagle – A Local Search Engine for Desktop Search



Disk Usage Analyzer



System Monitor – View Current Processes and Monitor System State



KDE Control Center



Printer Installation using KDE Control Center



Availability of Printer Drivers in Linux (Almost all Mfrs./Models)



CUPS – Remotely Manage / Monitor your Printer using Browser



KBackup – A Simple Graphical Backup Tool in Linux



Monitor Selection in Linux



Video Card Selection in Linux



HAL – The Device Manager in Linux



KDE World Clock



GNOME Terminal – The Command Window in Linux



1. Linux User Level 
2. System Administrator 
3. Network Administrator
4. Security Administrator
5. Kernel Customization Specialists
6. Application Developers
7. Application Porting Consultants

Job Opportunities in Linux



Useful Websites on FOSS/Linux
1.  www.kernel.org
2.  www.google.com/linux
3.  www.linux.org
4.  www.fsf.org
5.  www.iosn.net
6.  www.tldp.org
7.  www.sourceforge.net
8.  www.distrowatch.com

http://www.sourceforge.net/


Popular Linux/BSD Distributions
1. Redhat Linux   -   www.redhat.com
2. Fedora Core      -   www.fedoraproject.org
3. Mandriva         -   www.mandriva.com
4. OpenSuse     -   www.opensuse.org
5. CentOS             -   www.centos.org
6. Debian   -   www.debian.org
7. Slackware     -   www.slackware.com
8. FreeBSD           -   www.freebsd.org
9. NetBSD       -   www.netbsd.org
10. BOSS              -   www.bosslinux.in

http://www.opensuse.org/
http://www.slackware.com/


1. Linux Journal    -  www.linuxjournal.com

2. Linux Magazine- www.linux-mag.com

3. Linux Focus      -  www.linuxfocus.org

4. Linux For You   -  www.openitis.com

5. Linux Gazette  -  linuxgazette.net

Magazines on Linux



NRC-FOSS in India
The National Resource Centre for Free/Open 
Source Software (NRC-FOSS) is funded by the 
Department of Information Technology (DIT), 
Ministry of Communication and Information 
Technology (MCIT), Govt. of India, and is being 
managed jointly by the Chennai division of the
 Centre for Development of Advanced Computing
(C-DAC) and AU-KBC Research Centre, Anna 
University,Chennai.

C-DAC is an Autonomous Scientific Society of the DIT, 
Govt. of India and AU-KBC Research Centre is an 
Autonomous Research Centre of the Anna University.

http://www.mit.gov.in/
http://www.cdac.in/
http://au-kbc.in/


NRC-FOSS aims to contribute to the growth of FOSS 
in India through Research and Development.

Following are the major Programs and Activities of 
NRC-FOSS:

    * Human Resource Development in FOSS

    * Technology, Tools, Products and Solutions  
        development/deployment in FOSS

    * Localisation in Indian languages, and Indian 
        Language Computing

    * Policy Formulation and Global Networking

    * Entrepreneurship Development in FOSS

Source: http://www.nrcfoss.org.in

http://www.nrcfoss.org.in/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=63


THE EXPERT'S EXCERPT



In the Education segment, a lot of syllabus is still 
based on proprietary software and that is where 
government policy can be a great advantage. 

The primary challenge for us is to create a mind set 
for OSS.  Government policy should be proactive in 
introducing open source in the education segment.

Usage of proprietary material in education is totally 
opposition to the concept of education.  Education 
should be such that is teaches principles, and not 
products.

Mr. Venkatesh Hariharan
Head of Open Source Affairs, Red Hat India
 - Linux For You, February 2007



Almost 80 percent of students ends up building a 
never-deployable library management systems, 
which should be replaced by a learn-and-work 
approach, which can later be absorbed by industry.

Open Source development is not just about writing 
code that can be copied.  It is about developing 
effective leadership, vision and sustained 
contribution to the progress of Technology

Girish Shukla
Jabalpur – Linux User Group

 - Linux For You, February 2007



Linux in Banking, Financial Services, Insurance (BFSI)

“The Development of Linux is good for the industry on 
the whole.  It's an attractive alternative, and since 
competition drives development, today Linux is getting 
better with use.”

Sanjay Sharma, Head – IT, IDBI

“In the BFSI industry, scalability, security, performance 
and stability of an operating system are extremely 
crucial.  With a million eyeballs looking continuously at 
the code, bugs are fixed faster than they can be 
exploited.

Sachin Dabir, Head – Enterprise Sales, 
Red Hat India Pvt. Ltd.  (LFY, October 2006)



Electronics Corporation of Tamilnadu (ELCOT) has 
been using Free/Open Source Software in all its 
operations, including e-governance software 
development.

“All our servers runs Linux.  Every desktop and laptop 
runs only Linux.  Everything from the photocopiers, 
scanners, printers and digital cameras to the laptops 
is Linux compatible.  The Internet data cards are 
Linux complaint.  If a product is not Linux complaint, 
it cannot even compete in an ELCOT tender.”

Mr. C. Umashankar, MD, ELCOT
 - Linux For You, January '2007

FOSS in Government (Tamilnadu)



We believe that Free and Open Source Software is 
an essential component in our drive to democratise 
Information Technology and bring its benefits to all 
sections of society.  We are pleased to partner with 
Red Hat, an open source leader, in bringing 
e-literacy and e-governance to the people of Kerala.

V.S. Achutanandan, Chief Minister, Kerala

 - Linux For You, July '2007

FOSS in Government (Kerala)



Development Tools are an area where open source 
software is particularly strong, with which most 
development tasks can be performed. I continue to 
look open source tools for software development 
and I am particularly interested in finding high 
quality open source tools for modelling and design 
requirements

Dr. Anthony Wasserman
Professor of Software Engineering Practice
Carnegie Mellon University

 - Linux For You, April 2007

FOSS Development Tools for 
Education



Free/Libre Open Source Softwares (FLOSS) is an 
issue of conviction, not convenience.  It's a question 
of freedom, not zero-cost (though affordability also 
reduces barriers in a resource-poor, talent-rich 
country like India).

With so much skill visible all around, how can we 
even think otherwise?  As Anriette Esterhuysen of 
the Association for Progressive Communications, 
has argued 

“Piracy will create jobs, 
but 

Free Software will create Enterpreneurship!”

Frederick Noronha, Goa based Freelance Journalist
         - Linux For You, February '2007



“If common people start participating in any war, 
then it is impossible for any army to defeat a country 
and it's people.  So is the case with Free / Open 
Source Softwares versus Proprietary Softwares.

Eventually, the people's desktops – GNOME and 
KDE are going to win”.

Amanpreet Singh Alam
Punjabi Localisation Enthusiast

 - Linux For You, February '2007

GNOME / KDE
The Future Desktop's of Personal Computing 



“The most unfortunate thing is that India still seems to 
believe in proprietory solutions. Further spread of IT, 
which is influencing the daily life of individuals, would 
have a devasting effect on the lives of society due to any 
small shift in the business practice involving these 
proprietory solutions. It is precisely for these reasons, 
open source software need to be built, which would be 
cost-effective for the entire society. In India, open source 
code software will have to come and stay in a big way for 
the benefit of our billion people.”

Dr. Kalam's Message to Nation on
Free / Open Source Softwares



Proprietory (Copyright) Softwares
Vs

Free / Open Source Softwares

Why Not, Proprietory Softwares in Education ?

  Proprietory software Limits the students in knowing / learning the
  newer technologies arising everyday which should not be permitted 
  in education.

Why Free / Open Source Softwares in Education ?

   Students can keep learning about newer technologies, softwares
   which is being developed continuously and they can also  
   contribute themselves to those technologies / softwares and 
   even get recognised by the Global Software Development
   Community.



Why FOSS for Education ?

 Education should teach the
Concepts & Principles in
Computing using FOSS 

and not through products!



About LinuXpert Systems About LinuXpert Systems 
* Provides Consultancy on FOSS
* FOSS Based Training Solutions
* FOSS Based Business Solutions
* Free/Open Source Softwares &
  GNU/Linux Distributions (CD/DVD)
* Promotes use of Free Softwares 
    in Education



S. Baskar - CEO 
LinuXpert Systems, Chennai

E-mail: linuxbaskar@gmail.com
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?


